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Abstract 

Theseverity of manufacturing anomalies on acryogenic engine nozzle divergent is experimentally evaluatedin-
real time in this paper. Cryogenic engine nozzles are cooled in a regenerative manner to attain maximal 
combustion efficiency. To facilitate this, cooling channels are provided on the nozzle body and the divergent 
parts also. The nozzle divergent under study was a double wall construction, wherein the inner wall (shell) was 
having integrally milled cooling channels on to which the outer wall (shell) was vacuum brazed. Specific folds 
noticed on the outer and inner walls of the nozzle divergent after the brazing operation. The nature of the 
anomaly at the fold locations was not known. This paper reports the capability ofDigital Image Correlation 
(DIC) in detecting, locating and evaluating the influence of the above anomalies on the structural performance. 
Thereby, valuable information about the operating health of the component could be provided.  
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1. Introduction 
Cryogenic engines are the most complex and 

sophisticated systems of a launch vehicle. The 
nozzle walls of the engines are cooledin a 
regenerative mode to optimize the combustion 
efficiency. Towards this end, the indigenously 
developed large capacity Indian cryogenic engine 
has the provision of cooling channels on the 
nozzle body and the nozzle divergent part. The 
nozzle divergent reported in this paper wasa 
double wall construction with cooling channels in 
between them. The inner wall (shell) is realized 
with integrally milled channels. Subsequently, the 
outer shell is vacuum brazed to the inner shell 
under high temperature and large vacuum 
conditions. The vacuum brazing is expected to 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1 Photograph showing (a) four folds on 
the nozzle divergent after vacuum brazing just 
before malletting and (b) a bigger fold (no - 3) 
after malletting 
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ensure flawless joining of the inner and outer wall along the milled channel walls.However, four folds 
(bulging) were noticed on the outer shell after vacuum brazing, the fold numbers are shown in Figure 
1(a). These folds were suspected to be due to the lack of bonding between the milled channel walls 
and the outer shell. Fold numbers 1, 2 and 4 were rectified up to a satisfactory level through hand 
malletting. However one fold (3rd fold, Figure 1(b)) could not be rectified fully. The structural 
integrity at this locationwas still unknown. Hence, the assessment of structural behaviour of this 
structure was mandatory to check its worthiness for using it in the engine operation tests.Towards this 
end, FE analysis (not reported herein) of the suspected debonding was carried which showed a 
ballooning behaviour at around 28 bar pressure with radial displacements in the order of 3.5 mm on 
the inner shell. It is worth mentioning that the permanent ballooning/snap through of such a larger 
magnitude is detrimental for combustion gasflowpath. Thereby, the anomaly invalidates the 
component for further use. This would result in slippage of project schedule as a large lead time 
involving huge cost is required for production. Therefore, the operational life or health of the 
hardware needed to be found out based on designer‘s criteriakeeping in view of the functional aspects 
of the component.  

Various NDT methods such as ultrasonic, thermography & radiography were attempted to 
ascertain the type of anomalies& their location. The findings of these NDT methods were not 
conclusive in locating the defects. Moreover the severity of the defect in terms of mechanical 
parameters such as strain and deflection could not be obtained. Since, the exact location and extent of 
the anomaly were not known, point based strain & displacement sensors could not be used to monitor 
it. To this end DIC was explored as a possible alternative to identify and locate the defect in real-time 
and if required abort the test based on the abortcriteria. DIC is an opto-numeric technique of mapping 
displacement and strains on a target surface [1]. Hence, it provides an opportunity to locate the 
anomalous regions from the full-field data. Since, the assembly was aimed for using in future tests, 
undue damage and any abnormal 
behavior of the structure had to be 
avoided. Hence, abort conditions 
such as (i) maximumradial 
bulging of 1 mm and (ii)visible 
buckling or snap through at the 
fold through 3-D DIC in real-time 
(online) were set. Recently, the 
ability of DIC in the quantitative 
NDT, design assessment and real-
time monitoring of stress 
concentrations zoneshave been 
reported [2-5]. In this paper the 
capability of DIC in 
understanding brazing anomalies 
is reported. The detailed 
experimental setup and results 
obtained from two DIC systems 
are provided in the subsequent sections followed by a brief summary of the work.  

2. Experimental Details 

Photograph of the test setup is shown in Figure 2(a). The assembly was kept vertical on four 
support columns with rubber padding in between the hardware and support columns to avoid damage 

(b) 

(a) (c) 

Figure 2 Photograph of the (a) nozzle divergent on the test stand, 
(b) DIC area of interest (AOI) on the outer shell and (c) DIC 
AOI on the inner shell. 
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due hard contact. The bottom manifold of the nozzle was clamped with the support columns to 
provide a rigid fixity which restricted the toppling of the hardware.Contact of the clamp on the 
manifold was also protected using soft rubber paddings.Two 3D-DIC systems were employed for 
monitoring the inner and outer shells in real-time.  

DIC is an image processing technique, wherein the motion of the random patterns is 
monitored [1]. Random patterns are generally black and white dots spread over an area without any 
regular/repetitive pattern. Such patterns were created using black and white paint at the Area of 
Interest (AOI) on both inner and outer walls as shown in Figures 2(b) and 2(c). The DIC setups 
covered the 2nd, 3rd and 4th fold locations fully. The area of interest (AOI) on the outer shell was 
having width 310 mm (at top) to 440 mm (at bottom) and 500 mm height. Similarly, the AOI on the 
inner shell was of 340 mm width (at top) - 565 mm (at bottom) and 530 mm height. Two pairs of 
CCD cameras were placed in a stereo arrangement for the outer and inner shells. Two LED lamps 
were used to illuminate the AOIs. Two 40 meter smart cables were used to connect and transmit the 
images from the camera to computer placed at a safe remote location. The system was calibrated 
using a standard calibration grid supplied by M/s Correlated Solution in order to find the intrinsic and 
extrinsic parameter of the camera which has to be fed to the computer program for image analysis. 
DIC trackedthe generatedrandom patterns in the AOI before and after pressurization of the structure 
to find displacements and strains. A computer program namely VIC-3D provided by M/s Correlation 
Solutions, USA [6] was usedfor analysis based on the parameters reported in Ref [7]. Real time 
monitoring also has been carried out during testing to check the abort criteria.  

 Since the brazed channels were pneumatically pressurized, the pressurization and 
control circuit was configured with required control and safety features. Pressure application 
was carried out through the inlet port available on the bottom toroid of the nozzle divergent 
using GN2.  The pressure measurements were taken from the outlet line at the top manifold 
toroidal manifold. Two pressure transducers were connected to the two DIC systemsfor real-
time data acquisition.  

3. Results and Discussion 

The operating and acceptance pressure for the component were 2.5 MPa and 6.8 MPa, 
respectively. Since, it was intended to salvage the hardware for the operational test; the pressure test 
was initially planned for 2.8 MPa slightly more than the operating pressure.The DIC results obtained 
from VIC3D provides data in Cartesian co-ordinates, wherein the out of plane component is 
represented as the W-displacement. In the test setup, care was taken such that the out of plane 
component of displacement approximately represents the radial displacements. Therefore, this 
component of displacement was monitored in real-time to check the abort criteria. DIC 
radialdeformations never crossed the abort criteria or never shown any buckling pattern at 2.8 MPa 
pressure and the test was extended up to 6 MPa based on real-time DIC monitoring.The off-line 
analysis provided more insightful results as reported in the following paragraphs. 

The displacement fields obtained from DIC on the outer and inner shells at 6 MPaare shown in 
Figures 3(a) and (b). In these figures peak radial deformation areas can be seen as red-patches on the 
3rd fold location, the dimensions of which are also mentioned in the respective figures.Subsequently, 
the von Mises strains at 6 MPawere mappedas shown in Figures 3(c) and (d). The von Mises strain 
map showed peak strains at very smallerregions inside the AOIas compared to the peak displacement 
locations. It was later noticed that the color contouring in VIC3D saturates when a bigger AOI is 
analysed hence the larger red-patch is seen in the displacement map. Subsequently, the local areas of 
peak displacements were analysed instead of the full AOI to find the actual anomalous regions as 
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shown in Figures 3(e) and (f). The radial displacement patterns in Figures 3(e) and (f) show an inward 
(towards the nozzlecenter) type of displacement, wherein peak displacements of the order of 0.42 mm 
on the outer shell and 0.7 mm on the inner shell were measured. This indicates a ballooning effect 
(difference of the inner and outer shell peak radial displacement) of the order of 0.28 mm which is 
much lesser than the predicted values from FEA. The relative displacements (deformation) on both 
the inner and outer shells were obtained by subtracting the nominal displacements from the peak 
displacements in the respective shells. The nominal displacement points were 50 mm away from the 
peak displacement location.  The magnitudes of the peak radial displacement and radial deformation 
on the shells during the pressure application are shown in Figures 4(a) and (b).  The relative 
displacements show bulging only on the inner shell in the order of 0.6 mm magnitude at 6 MPa. The 
bulging increases gradually with pressure, hence no snap through effect is seen; however the 
displacements were non-linear beyond specific pressure. The outer shell does not show any bulging 
since it shows radially inward deformation. The global (nominal) radial displacements on both the 
shells show almost uniform behavior in the order of 0.05 mm expect at the anomalous regions. Such 
uniform radial deformation behaviour is expected at the non-defective regions as reported through FE 
studies also. Therefore, the anomalous regions found in DIC are suspected to be debonded regions 
which need to be confirmed through strain analysis.   
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Figure 3 Full-field radial displacement map on (a) the outer and (b) inner shell. Similarly, map of von 
Mises strain on the (c) outer and (d) inner shell. Again the radial displacement map on (a) the outer 
and (b) inner shell after the local analysis are shown.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4The peak displacements and deformations on the (a) outer and (b) inner shell w.r.t. applied 
pressure are shown.  

 

Subsequently, von Mises strain maps at 6 MPawere obtained through the local analysis in a 
similar fashion as the displacements as shown in Figures 5(a) and (b). Three red lines in Figure 5(b) 
are clearly visible on the inner shell near the third fold having total 17 mm width and 150 mm length, 
such indications on the outer shell were also there. However, the strain field on the outer shell was 
noisy. The three peak von Mises strain markers (on red patches) on the inner shell confirms the 
suspecteddebondingfrom deformation studies. The strain pattern further confirms debonding at three 
channels near the 3rd fold as per the geometric calculations (width of channels 5 mm and thickness of 
channel walls 1mm). The variation of peak von Mises strains w.r.t pressure is reported in Figures 5(c) 
and (d). In Figure 5(d), peak strains at 3 locations corresponding to three channels are shown. 
Maximum strains in the order of 1.25% were observed on the inner shell in line with the peak 
displacements observed. The peak strain on the outer shell was around 0.8%. Significant residual 
strains were also observed at the outer and inner shells amounting to 0.6% and 1.05%, respectively. 

(a) (b) 
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Amongst the three channels in the inner shell, the middle channel showed more strains and residual 
strains than the side channels. The linearity in strains were seen up to 3.5MPa on the inner shell and 
around 2MPa on the outer shell which was again matching with the linearity of displacements seen in 
Figures 4(a) and (b). The elastic strain recovery was 0.2% much higher than the yield limit of the 
material (SS321 having yield stress of 170 MPa, hence 0.085% as the yield strain). This indicates the 
availability of compressive residual stresses at these locations which was aiding the structural 
performance.   
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Figure 5 Full-field von Mises strain map on (a) the outer and (b) inner shell through local analysis. 
The plots of peak strain versus pressure on the (c) outer and (d) inner shell are shown. 

The residual strain behavior at the debond location called for analysis of residual displacements to 
understand the permanent bulging and ballooning effect.The full-field residual radial displacement 
fields are shown in Figures 6(a) and (b). The displacement profile along two lines on both the shells; 
one passing through the debonded region and the other one at the nominal location; at 6 MPa pressure 
and after unloading are shown in Figures 6(c) and (d). Displacements along the line passing through 
the debonded region (with max legend) show elastic recovery in the order of 0.15 mm. The 
deformations at the nominal regions being small in magnitude their residual displacements do not 
provide any useful information. However, considering the nominal data and other residual 
displacements, residual bulging in the order of 0.45 mm on the inner shell was seen. Moreover, the 
residual ballooning of 0.25 mm was estimated.  
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Figure 6 Full-field von Mises strain map on (a) the outer and (b) inner shell through local analysis. 
The plots of peak strain versus pressure on the (c) outer and (d) inner shell are shown. 

 

4. Conclusion 

Multiple 3-D DIC were implemented successfully for real-time monitoring of the brazing 
anomalies of the engine nozzle divergent. The anomaly was identified as debonds along three 
channels of 150 mm length at the third fold. The anomalous regions could be located in real-time 
through displacement behaviour beyond certain pressure. Plastic yielding at the debond location was 
also observed through offline analysis at the above observed pressure. Significant residual strain and 
displacements were also seen. However, the structure never crossed the test abort criterion and the 
debond at the three channels never grew during the test. The residual bulging is not detrimental for the 
engine operations as it was below 1 mm. Moreover, the strain and displacement linearity shows that 
the nozzle divergent would perform in a linear manner up to the operating pressure of 2.5 MPa under 
room temperature conditions. However, the degradation in material properties under hot conditions 
during engine operation has to be considered for assessing the actual health of the structure. To this 
end it seems that nozzle divergent being away from the combustion chamber the health of the 
structure would be sufficient to allow it for such an operational test. The use of DIC as a quantitative 
NDE tool is thus established in detecting and locating the brazing defects and studying its mechanical 
behaviour. The valuable quantitative information obtained using DIC helped in avoiding delay in the 
project schedule for the engine operation test and resulted in huge cost saving. 
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